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Globalization and Historiography 
Juan Manuel Santana Perez 

History as a theoretical discipline is being conditioned by eco
nomic globalization that is fast becoming a new ideology. The French 
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Socia/es and the British school 
of thought, which emphasize historic materialism, have had a consid
erable impact on world historiography. Many historians have studied 
in these two centers and either returned to their countries of origin or 
remained in the United States or Europe, continuing their research in 
related areas. Generally, historiography has developed a northwest
ern European theoretical bias. Correlations exist and positivist influ
ences may be identified concerning historical materialism based on 
the French model developed in the Annals School. 

At the close of the twentieth century, globalization seems to be the 
most widely held scientific perspective, thus reorienting all the His
tory-related Social Sciences. Finance capital dominates this new sce
nario; rather than questioning such dominion, this may be seen as a 
long-sought panacea, as capital intervention freely crosses borders. 

Some historians have rightly pointed out that by intensifying this 
shift toward globalization, historians are in danger of falling prey to 
the cold logic of hegemonically centered capital. This is not merely 
the threat of economic submission, but an attendant cultural over
powering that denies differences in the name of the globalizing pro
cess. In this process a select few dominate the many (Zarth, I 996: 3). 

Ironically, along with globalization of discourse, major philosoph
ical arguments in the I 990s arose to oppose any project aimed at 
shoring up inequalities in Europe, with two different speeds in <level-
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opment. In the American sphere two independent worlds, each with 
their own benefits, were positioned in the north. Distinguished histo
rians who support the notion of socialization, such as Santos Julia 
( 1990: 25-29), defend these same economies as possible reconstruc
tions of an overall history. They predict that the future of the History 
profession depends on shedding coherent total interpretations, but 
also on being satisfied with partial explanations. Others (Barros, 
1996: 69) maintain that History, to renew its social and scientific 
credibility, must recover "the principle of globality in the face of ram
pant fragmentation of the discipline." Rather than true globalization, 
however, we seem to have a "McDonald's-ization" or "Coca-Cola
ization" process. Historians need to recover an interpretative mode 
with a global attitude that explains the world as a whole, so it does not 
seem utterly incomprehensible. 

This thought is linked to the approach taken by Michel Foucault 
(1981) approach to the particular. Systemic skepticism was vital in 
Foucaultian thinking in the face of anthropological generalities. He 
denied the existence of a single form of the human being, i.e., the uni
versal "human" through which the historian could emphasize the 
contingency of different concepts of the human condition in terms of 
certain practices and technologies of one's self. This negates the pos
sibility of History and favors partial history or histories. Faced with 
the profound historicity of these ideas, the universalist stance de
fended by J. Habermas (l 991) leads inevitably to a theory of society's 
evolution without involving the species in hypostation of individual 
behavior through the reality of human communication.I Globaliza
tion needs to be questioned since it forms part of the global market 
system, with critical transnational sectors and infrastructures, and its 
privatization of public property. Globalization is not a transformation 
toward a general system, and so we believe it would be more prudent 
to speak of globalism rather than globalization. 

At the close of the twentieth century, the economic politics of the 
state have taken a historical turn with far-reaching consequences 
(Echeverria, 1995: 40). We now have an economic model and an 
ideological base that justifies this, which perpetuates the dependency 
of poorer nations on richer ones. This situation divides countries fur
ther. Meanwhile international institutions do little but ratify the poli
tics of capital. Continuance of such a situation tears at the political, 
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cultural, and economic fabric of national societies, assimilating a 
small sector while exploiting the majority (Petra, 1997: 79). 

An earlier era, at the beginning of the twentieth century, had been 
dominated by the idea of progress. Indeed, this period came to be 
known as Progressive and was related philosophically and historio
graphically to Positivism, which opposed revolution in favor of the 
triumphant bourgeois belief in scientific and technological advance
ments (Villar, 1964: 449-493; Carr, 1976: 11 ff). Progressivism sur
vives in the idea that History, to be a science, must emulate the Natu
ral Sciences. It should be precise, have a real or experimental basis, 
and provide some process of verification. This has led to the idea that 
the only aspect of human subjectivity is historical fact. 

Positivists aimed at constrncting a rigorous History that adhered 
strictly to historical facts. From its beginnings, Positivism limited its 
range of study about the human past to those individual events that 
could be recognized through careful heuristic study. In other words, 
this had to be done through a consideration of objective, external 
sources (Carbonell, 1976). The foremost Positivist ideologue, Auguste 
Comte ( 1985 ed.), believed Capitalism would spell the end of history. 
To establish social harmony in this context, he proposed the fonna
tion of a new religion in which the worship of God was substituted by 
the veneration of an abstract superior being. This erudite, conserva
tive Positivism stemming from these early theories became widely 
accepted in academic circles and dominated historical interpretation 
for a generation or more. As historians limited themselves to facts 
based on historical documents, Positivism became entrenched and 
proved very restrictive, favoring such topics as Politics and Diplo
matic History. The main characteristics of historical Positivism, then, 
include the favoring of political, diplomatic, and military facts; an al
most exclusive focus on European and Western History; and, despite 
great erudition, an almost unquestioning reliance on fact without ade
quate interpretation. 

This European-based, Western-style development has been taken 
to be the preferred model for civilization and progress, thus forming 
the ideological framework for History. This did not reproduce simple 
copies, because no two histories were the same, but there were simi
lar characteristics in the intellectual underpinning of Positivism in 
most historiographic writing. 
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Within the limits of this fact-based history, the past serves as a 
model for the present. Such History does not present a well-devel
oped notion of progress. Instead, the past is generally considered 
better than the present, and its history is taken as a point of reference 
for current generations. Our forebears were seen as those who forged 
the State, rather than focusing on the constant maintenance of the 
State or history to the present. Thus History became a chronicle of na
tional heroes in the past. Moreover, the only acceptable historical 
subjects were those who took a leading role in politics or war. In this 
paradigm, the role of historians in such traditional historiographic 
work is thus limited because they reject anything that does not form 
part of the document-based description of events. They are left to 
transmitting historical events as taken from accepted sources. They 
narrate history without interfering in its course. 

When this model entered a period of insurmountable crisis, an
other clearly articulated system came into being which provided 
coherent justification for the dominant social relations. This "Devel
opmental ism" maintained that all countries could and should de
velop; thus, all poor nations were said to be developing. Any rejection 
of the notion was scant because of an unspoken or assumed impera
tive that everyone needed to push forward with development, to a 
stage where everyone would be happy, and problems would cease to 
exist. This era saw great migrations from the country to the city, 
where people looked for their place in this development scheme. 
Even the most advanced sectors were convinced that by tightening 
their belts their problems would soon be over. They would be devel
oped, because they were developing. CEPAL was thus established, 
replete with its theories of inequalities of development. In historiog
raphy, this same socioeconomic thinking led to the academic domi
nance of the Annal es School. 

A new general approach to History also meant a new theoretical 
and methodological conception. The evenementielle mentalite or 
event-centered view of History and the factual scientificism of Posi
tivism were thus rejected when historical thought became more de
velopmental in perspective. More historical synthesis was proposed, 
along with a logical tendency toward interdisciplinary study, particu
larly regarding Sociology. Historic causality began to be accepted, as 
structural causality replaced the genetic causality associated with 
Positivism. Whereas Historicism's chronological concatenation of 
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events went no further than immediate, superficial causes, new trends 
in History would beckon reinvestigation of these causes in the basic 
and more profound structures of the historic process. 

There seems little doubt that these historiographic changes, intel
lectual revolutions really, were stimulated by simultaneous transfor
mations in European and world society at large. Industrial advances, 
the growing significance of social struggle that led to the Russian rev
olution, and the consolidation of the Socialist movement are all ele
ments that explain the renewed interest in Historicism at the start of 
the twentieth century. Increasing economic concern, particularly in 
the wake of the 1929 stock market crash, followed changes in the so
cial and economic order. Furthermore, a certain level of apolitical in
tellectualism led to the rejection of traditional History based only in 
Politics (Dosse, 1988: 16). The Annales school in France was under
written by the Rockefeller Foundation. This support was justified by 
the expressed belief that better knowledge of the world's problems 
"would provide better social control for the good of all" (Mazon, 
1988). 

The Annales school endeavored to place structures into a historical 
framework to formalize the concept of "Civilization" to capture the 
essential features of social formation at the highest level. From this 
definition, disparate cultures and economic systems could be com
pared to fashion an overall historical picture. Regional studies also 
came into vogue. In these studies, through the analytical demarcation 
of regions, historians attempted to group different historical planes 
into a single study. Such an approach was championed by European 
social democrats who sought to reconciliate social classes. They re
lied on external funding such as Rockefeller and Ford Foundation 
grants, Marc Bloch Association support, and Guggenheim scholar
ships. 

In the 1980s, these hopes for total conciliation were dashed. Indeed, 
the crisis was of such magnitude that these years came to be known as 
the "lost decade." Many histmians had been searching for a panacea that 
did not exist, and History was left in ruins. The unifying concept of con
tinuous "Development" became as mythically elusive as El Dorado 
(Rivero, 1988: 158). 
- Globalization, or Globalism, appeared in the 1990s with encour

agement for everyone to create a globalized world. This process 
would make the so-called Third World nations richer for themselves 
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and as markets, so that no one would be left out of this global sce
nario. Everyone would advance together to the same level. Crisis 
signs in modern capitalism have already appeared, however, indicat
ing that the benefits derived from production do not find sufficient in
vestment to develop greater productive capacity (Amin, 1999, pro
vides seven essays on the capitalist management of the current crisis). 
The language employed to describe this situation continues to be a 
euphemism for differing forms of national and social exploitation. 
Globalization rhetoric ideologically masks the growing power of 
United States-based multinationals and their directors who are get
ting richer and whose companies are exploiting the world market on 
an unprecedented scale. Thus, globalization has become a key word 
for the progressive hegemony of U.S. imperialism (Petra, 1999).2 
This is little more than the globalization of Capitalism, far beyond mere 
economic considerations (Chesnais, 1994).3 

Historiography has been affected significantly by social and politi
cal conditions in recent years. The fall of the Soviet system, ending 
the bipolar world, has spelled a setback for all left-wing movements 
in the so-called Third World, whose strategies were based on the frag
ile balance between the two superpowers. A powerful nation to coun
terbalance the United States was crucial for the development ofrevo
lutionary movements throughout the world. 

Political corruption and the unethical behavior of government 
leaders have disheartened those who once sought to effect social rev
olution through bourgeois democracy. Their very institutions are be
ing discredited. The dizzying rate of technological advance has also 
affected the means of production. These events have caused a crisis in 
the Left, with significant historiographic consequences. The versions 
of History produced by the USSR's Academy of Social Sciences, for 
example, eliminated or misrepresented entire episodes of the past
with pernicious results. Indeed, almost nothing remains of that model 
that once sought to transform human beings. 

All this has been accompanied by political and economic changes. 
Gone are any attempts at state intervention or control aimed at a more 
humane form of Capitalism, as with a social welfare system, at least 
among wealthy nations. Now governments assume the Chicago 
School's model of economic Neoliberalism as most desirable. Even 
the Social Democrats, with their conservative "third way," have 
wholeheartedly embraced Neoliberalism. This has become the theo-
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retical basis for their ideological conversion. British Prime Minister 
Tony Blair (1998: 129) stated that "free trade has proved itself the en
gine for economic development."4 

Philosophically, we have also seen the advent of Postmodernism tak
ing over where the Modern period ceased. This Postmodern emphasis is 
characterized by the triumph of both individualism and conservatism. 
Postmodernity disregards any overall historic vision or project. There 
are no universal values and Postmodernity vanquishes any conception of 
History as a single or unified development. Thus, Historiography is go
ing through a crisis precisely because of the diverse intellectual and cul
tural currents presently being forwarded, resulting in disunity and non
consensus. 

According to one of the leading Postmodernism ideologues in 
1979, Jean-Fran9oise Lyotard ( 1984), the "great struggles foreman
cipation" which once formed overall identities are now gone. By 
"great struggle" he refers to an aim that justifies any means. There are 
no more ultimate values, he claims, although adding that cultural con
text is crucial, marked by historical development. However, he recog
nizes that the study of such historical context suggests relativism. In 
another book Lyotard (1987: 35-50) denies the possibility of under
standing History as a single development. He suggests abandoning 
meta-histories which have lasted for centuries, marked by the idea of 
indefinite economic development and by the ideal of bourgeois de
mocracy. Lyotard believes that the aspirations dating from May 1968 
are dead. 

Lipovetsky (1986: 50, 52) has analyzed this line of thought and 
speaks of an Age of Narcissus with reference to the contemporary in
dividual-an emblematic characteristic of today's society. He de
fends the notion that an anthropological mutation is taking place, 
transforming the very nature of the individual. This permissive, hedo
nistic capitalism (as opposed to authoritarian capitalism) manifests it
self in the current popularity of bodybuilding and psychotherapies. 

Whereas modernity embraces the spirit of industriousness and a 
positive view of the future, it seems from historical inference that this 
narcissism heralds the postmodern era. This collective narcissism 
lacks any notion of tragic nihilism, but is characterized by frivolous 
apathy, despite the terrible calamities served up daily by the mass me
dia. Perhaps the repetitive nature of these messages has desensitized 
us to these phenomena. There has been an apparent decline in our val-
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ues, which might be related to the writings of Nietzche, but for him, 
this was tragedy, and for many today, it is not. 

The preceding period could best be described by what Albert 
Camus ( 1988) called the "myth of Sisyphus" (as studied by Oviedo 
Perez, 1992). It is the case of the workers who go to work each day 
without hope of changing their situation, forever destined simply to 
"carry the can." Knowledge of this destiny was the antidote for avoid
ing suicidal tendencies, because they could try to change things 
through the transformation of their relationship with the means of 
production. In recent years, life continues to have the same sense of 
the working classes, but no one commits suicide because the meaning 
of life is found in the image, the paradigm of contemporary aestheti
cism, with the increase of beauty and fitness centers. 

Today the rage is to live in and for the present: the future does not 
exist. Only the present is real; the past is simply abandoned. Conse
quently, some historians now focus their attention on the most imme
diate History. A new trend involves specializing in the History of the 
Present-a certain contradiction when speaking of time frames. If we 
accept the present as a product of the past, this new History would 
have to date back to the prehistorical era. If the world cannot be con
sidered in its totality, then historical development lacks any universal 
sense. The same people are fragmented and off-centered, incapable 
of projecting into the future (Larrain, 1996: 244 ). Rorty ( 1991: 253-
276) criticizes postmodernist thinkers whose inability to conceive of an 
"us" leads to political apathy. The future has lost all interest, and so "pro
phetic history" is also abandoned. The exaggerations of this thinking 
bring on the triumph of living for the moment, total relativism, and polit
ical passivity, which may paradoxically lead to a cultural essence. How
ever, society's postmodern fragmentation fits pe1fectly into the free
market workings of advanced capitalism. 

We are bombarded by messages assuring us that this is the best 
possible world, as Leibniz (1977 ed.) maintained in his day, although 
he was subsequently in 1759 ridiculed with Voltairean irony (Vol
taire, 1976 ed.). With equal irony, we need only look at Parmenides 
for assurance that movement does not exist. However, the world does 
turn, everything changes, and the historian's task is arduous indeed. 
These campaigns are effective because they have taken on a norma
tive aspect. Any proposal to posit the need for a transformation of a 
unifying, synthetic, or "single thought" is cast aside. Under such cir-
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cumstances, how can one provide a world view, a global perspective, a 
sense of continuity, or, for that matter, History? This new situation 
disintegrates the processes of social and political grouping of the op
pressed and forces them into a complete crisis of social identity, with 
all its social implications concerning memory, consciousness, and 
discourse. It uses current technological powers in communication 
and transport to try to impose a world recolonization of the imaginary 
(Quijano, 1996: 3). 

In terms of historiography, note that traditional History is becom
ing accepted again: biographies, narrative histories, military history, 
diplomatic histories, and politically centered history in the study of 
power and its relationship with social and symbolic aspects. Of 
course, this historiographic reaffirmation even of "the military ver
sion" also serves to justify spending on armaments, particularly when 
these industries play an important role in funding the "global mar
ket." Diplomacy is replaced by militarism in the relationship that rich 
nations maintain with the rest of the world. Such developments also 
have repercussions on methodology and epistemology. Depth seems 
to substitute for structural considerations in the language of New His
tory. When situated in the world of the mind, it seems less reflexive 
and more reckless. Some histories try to find a place for politics to 
explain society while making politics the center of the explanation 
(Mina, 1993: 63). 

Since the mid- l 980s, historiography has become enmeshed in a 
polemic concerning which path to follow: social and economic his
tory have been abandoned in favor of histories of the mind, anthropo
logical and cultural constructs, sometimes known as toumant critique, 
from the name of the publishing house of Amwles (1988: 291-293). This 
coincides with the history of the imaginary, that is, imaginary represen
tations (images, symbols, and invented realities) that displace previous 
interests in other mental functions (Barros, 1993: 121). This in itself is 
not necessarily negative, because from this perspective one can develop 
Globalism. 

For the most part, problem history has also been abandoned, ex
planatory analysis is vociferously refuted, Sociology is rejected (re
placed by Anthropology), and History has been redirected at the de
scription of daily life, of the world of feelings and of the ideological 
attitudes, leading to Neopositivist factualism even though developed 
in new fields of study. History is reduced, therefore, in more and more 
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cases; merely to the transcription of cultural representations with 
contextual references. 

Some historians, myself included, believe that an enduring de
scription, a minute reconstruction, and presentation of the past for the 
present consumption do not by themselves constitute historical work. 
This thinking is connected with the Anglo-Saxon world with a trend 
that puts social and political events above any cultural phenomena. In 
this way, we would highlight the conservative intellectual groups, 
such as represented by Daniel Bell ( 1969), who see the individual in 
current society as immersed in the cultural contradictions of capital
ism, in which three forms of logic are reconciled: hedonism, effi
ciency, and equality. The only escape envisioned by Bell is taking re
course in the discarded tradition, the only thing that can provide the 
individual with existential security currently lacking (Klappenback, 
1991 ). In this context note the most recent work of Francis Fukuyama 
(1998), where he compares the economies of China, Japan, South 
Korea, France, Italy, Germany, and the United States with their cul
tural correlatives and maintains that the dependence between the 
economy and the State depends on trust relationships created through 
culture. 

Sexual relations, attitudes toward children, death and aging, fear, 
privacy and intimacy, insanity, and, in more than one case, the risque 
and leisure have all been incorporated, overwhelmingly so, into the 
study of History. They seem constrained by epistemological limita
tions and often are reduced to curio status, as the past presented for 
the general diversion of consumer society. 

The crisis of historiography at the end of this past century has left a 
mark on many things. Today there is a total lack of politics and ideology, 
and hence an absence of theories, while empirical methodologies and 
professionalism flourish, where a crisis has developed in paradigms, 
once strong, which are now weak. Some historians who would, in other 
times, be noted for their affinity toward historical materialism, are today 
writing fiction and questioning whether History is any more than that.5 
Historian-novelists Garavaglia and Fradkin ( 1992: 11 ), for example, rec
ognize only a "thin line" separating the two genre. However, ce1tain 
glimmers of optimism can be discerned which should theoretically and 
methodologically strengthen the historiographer's task (Villam1el, 1996: 
89-98). 
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In many current historiographic trends, History loses its concrete 
references. Local history practically disappears as imported schemes 
from dominant nations are favored. When these models are adapted 
to and overlaid on other histories, very different realities are substi
tuted for the local. There is tendency to favor long-term History, in 
which time seems to stand still. This completely eliminates other time 
periods and shows general rejection of the possibility of historical 
change in context. Uprooted from the rest of society, culture is seen as 
almost unchanging, immune to historical change, constant over time, 
and, therefore, directly associated to an assumed almost eternal hu
man nature. This has been accompanied by a new Positivism and a 
throwback to narrative and political history, disregarding the social 
essence of History. Pour wze lzistoire politique, edited by Rene Remand 
( 1988), provides the clearest presentation of such hypotheses. This sub
ject was analyzed by Marfa Cruz Mina (1993: 64), who emphasizes that 
the political aspects of such a persuasion, and the choice to study poli
tics, may serve conservative ideology. Haberrnas indicated that histmi
ography has moved toward a narrative system of reference. These histo
rians are not interested in developing a universal history, which Foucault 
also rejects. Rather they present an alternative concept, a theory of evolu
tion, which "relies on supposed universal structures of consciousness 
and levels of ordered learning in accordance with the logic of develop
ment" (Habermas, 1991: 185). 

A dominant idea is that globalization will ultimately destroy the 
national market, so national capitalism has become obsolete and the 
role of public powers are diminished (Ramonet, 1997). This is cou
pled with bewilderment in thinking that the nation-state is an anach
ronism and that capital crosses national borders with the eventual de
molition of protective barriers between national economies (Petra, 
1999, thinking of the largest banks and corporations in the United 
States, Europe, and Japan). Thus, local histories, which were so im
portant in the 1960s-l 970s, lose interest.6 Now that Toyota's business 
figures surpass the Gross National Product (GNP) of Norway, it seems 
obvious that large companies can finance research to invent their very 
own version of History if they desire, so they play their strongest hand in 
cuITent historiography (Lobo, 1991: 217-237). As states cede their main 
duties and allow their sovereignty to be stripped away, this is not simply 
submitting to the social, economic, and political evaluation of private in
terests, but democratic space is being diminished. The states themselves 
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are becoming privatized in the international system. Thus we have the 
growing subordination of national sovereignties to the designs of 
transnational capital in this process of globalization. 

All this has led historians to look to private initiatives, since the 
state has lost its role in History, with the dismantling of rights, loans, 
and social services, as well as its ability to study, train, and offer so
cial assistance. The state has often come to defend the belief that the 
family unit functioned perfectly well in the past; it stresses the impor
tance of public instruction in the development of its citizens' intellec
tual capacities; it defends individual learning through books; and it 
tends to see historical change as the product of the individual's men
tal change. We thus tend to think of culture as possessing an excessive 
capacity to determine historical processes and changes without tak
ing into account its complete autonomy. The criteria for "scientific 
reason" and the concept of "objectivity" are considered by post
modern society as mere substitutes for religious and metaphysic im
ages of the Old World by another "rhetoric of truth." Foucault ( 1981: 
25) did not believe in the possibility of an absolute principle, nor in 
any criterion with a definitive base. Thus he did not consider estab
lishing that any universal norms were positive. Each cultural form of 
Western civilization has had its system of interpretation, its tech
niques and methods, its own forms of detecting the language spoken 
beyond what was being uttered, and the ability to recognize that there 
are languages within language itself. 

As L. Stone (1979/1981: 9-15) put it, referring to this new concept 
of culture, individual will and culture are significant causes and fac
tors of change "as impersonal forces of the material production and of 
demographic growth." E. Le Roy Ladurie is more forthright: "Change 
essentially takes place in the cultural world. A good clay is the culture 
which puts everything away" (quoted by Dosse, 1988: 183). 

In this crisis of historiography (in an etymological sense), I would 
propose to the scientific community some points for debate to foster 
interpretations for a more hopeful future. 

To restore the role of the historian in today's world, History must 
be linked with a measure of social commitment so that through His
tory we learn that we are free; we should be critical and change the 
concept of truth from evidence as it has been constructed at one con
crete historical moment, and, thus, we should understand it relative to 
its creation and initial understanding. 
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Social Sciences have become another arm of power, with special
ized methods of domination. They influence the philosophical frame
work of innovative ways of studying History. The sway of power 
should remain radically decentralized, making it omnipresent and 
permeable, so that power is seen as relations distributed asymmetri
cally throughout society, like dispersed constellations of unequal re
lations (Hernandez Sandoica, 1995: 175). From a Habermas-based 
perspective, a new, always critical Social Science must be defended. 
As Foucault puts it, modern science has become the ideological sub
strata that legitimizes the status quo in advanced capitalism. Whereas 
Habermas believed that there was always the possibility of History as a 
"reconstructive" and liberating science, Foucault sees only a possible 
clelegitimizing action of the historian of ideas. The historian's role as 
critic is of paramount importance. 

Much of what we take to be fixed and universal in our society is lit
tle more than the result of precise historical changes. We may per
ceive the arbitrary nature of institutions thus. What is the space of 
freedom still available to us, and what changes still need to be made? 
In this way, History would assume a legitimatizing function. Thus, 
note the importance of the contextualization of the history of thought 
within a history of social structures: our thoughts are also social. 

Power_ancl knowledge are inseparably linked. Truth is not beyond 
power, nor is it powerless. So we must make history of the relationships 
that unite thought and truth, that is, the history of thought when referring 
to truth. Foucault (1990: 117) is clearly aware that the system of knowl
edge which developed in our society is tremendously complex, pmticu
larly when we take into account that it possesses sophisticated power 
strnctures. 

It is this union of knowledge and power that will create human sci
ences, through vigilance, examining controls, and understanding the 
norms individuals act by throughout their existence. It would seem 
obvious then that both the subjects of knowledge as well as the rela
tions of truth are formed in context characterized by economic and 
political conditions which give them meaning. 

Truth does indeed exist. Foucault makes this affirmation in the face 
of knowledge systems that destabilize objectivity (insanity, power, 
sexuality). So we propose making History the study of the relations 
that unite thought and truth; in other words, the history of thought in 
the case of the notion of truth (Gabilondo, 1990: 182). This can be 
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done with no effort to respond to the laws of verification which gov
ern History itself, without reducing itself merely to chronicle what 
happened, i.e., the event, but to study transformations. One of the 
aims proposed is to show that many of the things forming this land
scape and which people consider universal are merely the product of 
precise historical changes in a larger picture. 

Therefore, we should vindicate the validity of any interpretive 
analysis and defend the right to dissent in the face of monolithic sys
tems which impose mechanically derived answers to questions about 
the past-or about the future. The history of humanity is not a perfect 
machine where every consequence has deliberate or even discernible 
cause, and no one can point to the when, how, or where the grand fi
nale of this endless history might be found. We must be on guard 
about theories proclaiming the unquestionable triumph of current 
neoliberal economic positions, and challenge those who view doubt 
or negation as a sign of craziness, aberrance, or fanaticism. Economic 
phenomena are neutral and their effects ambivalent. We cannot give 
in to an ideology of resignation, or buy in to a single-thought system. 

Dissenting voices have called for a new model. The revolts in 
Chiapas provide a paradigmatic example when first, on January I, 
1994, old and new problems emerged and History began to be rewrit
ten (Barros, 1999: 29-52). Along with the historic social and eco
nomic exploitation that peasants and indigenous peoples suffered, 
and continue to suffer, recently neoliberal modernization further ag
gravated the situation in these communities. This process was marked 
more by the withdrawal of all state activities in the region, commer
cially opening the way for internationalization of the internal market 
in the framework of economic globalization. The economic restruc
turing that this included, i.e., a new land policy, has negatively af
fected the Mexican peasant. The region of Chiapas could be seen as a 
net loser in the globalization process and the application of neoliberal 
policies, particularly seen in terms of the per capita Gross Internal 
Product and the Index of Human Development, which have fallen 
sharply since 1980 (Prieto, 1996: 115-133). 

It is crucial to remain critical of dogma, especially among those 
who hold power by means of its ideological apparatus. We call for a 
commitment which helps unify philosophical and theoretical ap
proaches with empirical research that touches our everyday lives. We 
should avoid the too frequent detachment of theory and practice. 
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Once both are united, it is important to carry this experience to the 
classroom and share our critical temperament with students. In other 
words, unite philosophy, res!<arch, and teaching. As mass media 
struggle to keep us forever immobile in the present, unable to trans
verse the past or think about the future, we must encourage students 
to aspire to change things for the better, teach them how things fit into 
History, and help them to see they are capable of achieving change. 
Indeed, Gramsci's thoughts still can encourage us to be realistic and 
demand the impossible. We must opt for solidarity, but not only with 
those in our immediate vicinity in time and place, but also with those 
who have yet to be born, and with those in the Third World. 

A coherent ethical position should relate theory and practice with 
commitment in our research. All subjects belong to a fixed historical 
moment and to a larger History. Whereas others have carried their 
radical extremes beyond the academy for the reconstruction of His
tory, they impact academic History in ways unforeseen: e.g., Marx, 
Gramsci, Bloch, Negri, and today Subcomandante Marcos of Chi
apas. 

Dispense with absolutes. One need not recklessly seek the liberat
ing in the nonhistorical, because the very nonroutine, unpredictable, 
and multidirectional nature of History is itself emancipating. The 
most important aspect of the historian's job is to defend values of sol
idarity and justice and, rather than to reach definitive conclusions, to 
keep searching. 

NOTES 

I. Haberrnas ( 1991) praises Lawrence Kohlberg's attempt ( 1988) al developing a 
theory of 1noral con1pelcnces in the Piagetian 1nodel, a theory that would be both 
evolutionary and universalist. We disagree with I-Iabern1as on this point and believe 
that just as we can develop a theory of society, we can also conceive of another for 
history, as indicated by Arostegui (1995), p. 158. 

2. Petra ( l 999) 111aintains, "Conventional wisdo111 concerning globalization tries 
to sell the public the advantages of this tehsis while eliminating the serious pitfalls. 
Global economic transfon11ations which have taken place recently are highly con1-
plex and not to be taken lightly" (also according to Mendez de! Valle, 1999). 

3. A more current article by the sa1ne author is Chesnais, 1998: 13-33, where his 
con1ments on the stance of P. Hist and G. Thompson concerning "the n1yth of glob
alization'' are particularly relevant and interesting (esp., pp. 15-16). 

4. The translation of Blair's book (1998) includes a prologue by the Spanish So
cialist Party candidate J. Borrell. For an analysis of Blair's thought, see Gari-
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Monllort (1999: 15). The 111ost i111portant book on this ideological stance is by An
thony Giddens (! 994 ); cf. also his La tercera via (I 998). 

5. For exa1nple. the novel by Garavaglia and Fradkin ( 1992) which takes place in 
the eighteenth century and involves characters in events that never took place. They 
claim these are, if not true, realistic, and that they "fit into the thin line which sepa
rates realist fiction fro111 History" (p. 11 ). Garavaglia, fonnerly a r.rofcssor in llaly. 
¥exico, and Argentina, is currently Director of Studies at the Ecole des Haute.\· 
Etudes en Sciences Socia/es in Paris. 

6. Local history n1ay be justified by finding local writings, the direct quantitative 
sources, and even niinutes of town council meetings, legal proceedings, etc., which 
enable historians lo understand regional. provincial. and local levels of htunan ar
l'airs. To construct Social History. it is crucial to fonnulate a synthesis of these re
gional studies \vhich shows the points of greatest significance, so the scientific rigor 
of the "larger history" will be properly reinforced. 
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